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An operating system is a software program. If you have a microcomputer, commonly referred to as a PC, that conforms to the standards developed by IBM and uses a microprocessor in the Intel family, you are probably using a version of the Windows operating system. In fact, these computers are sometimes called Wintel machines because they use the Intel processor and run the Windows operating system.

You need to load the Windows operating system (the OS) into memory (RAM) before you can use other software programs. The OS is in charge of the hardware components of the computer—the monitor, the keyboard, the printer, etc. You, the user, communicate what you want the computer to do through the OS. These commands are issued by pointing and clicking when in the GUI (Graphical User Interface) or by keying in commands such as TYPE or CLS at the command line prompt.
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Animation with Scripting for Adobe Flash Professional CS5 Studio TechniquesAdobe Press, 2010

	The definitive guide to creating animation for the web and mobile devices with top animation designer Chris Georgenes and designer/developer Justin Putney. They reveal how to create and successfully animate characters in Adobe Flash Professional CS5 and how to push the limits of timeline animation with stunning visual effects using...
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Balkan Transitions to Modernity and Nation-States: Through the Eyes of Three Generations of Merchants (1780s-1890s)ILEX, 2012

	Drawing upon previously unpublished commercial ledgers and correspondence, this study offers a collective social biography of three generations of Balkan merchants. Personal accounts humanize multiethnic networks that navigated multiple social systems supporting and opposing various aspects of nationalist ideologies.
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Pro Flex on Spring (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2009
Pro Flex on Spring is about building rich Internet applications (RIAs) that combine the interactive user experiences of Adobe Flex with the delivery of back-end services through the Spring Framework. You’ll find all the details you’ll need to integrate these two technologies, ranging from building custom reusable Flex components to...
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Secure Systems Development with UMLSpringer, 2004
Attacks against computer systems can cause considerable economic or physical damage. High-quality development of security-critical systems is difficult, mainly because of the conflict between development costs and verifiable correctness.
Jürjens presents the UML extension UMLsec for secure systems development. It uses the standard UML...
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New Paradigm in Decision Science and Management: Proceedings of ICDSM 2018 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book discusses an emerging area in computer science, IT and management, i.e., decision sciences and management. It includes studies that employ various computing techniques like machine learning to generate insights from huge amounts of available data; and which explore decision-making for cross-platforms that contain...
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Applied Mathematics for Physical Chemistry (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1997
Unique in its approach, content, and  perspective, this book helps readers bridge the application gap between  mathematics and chemistry and to acquire a fuller set of mathematical tools  necessary for such applications.  Using an abundance of  fully-worked examples, it shows step-by-step how to directly apply mathematics  to physical chemistry...
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